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Most families are living in apartments that were 
never designed for them; how did this happen 
and what can we do about it?

The majority of Victoria’s apartments have been designed for 

investors - prioritising profit over liveability. But recent increases in 

apartment family living have led to a rising number of children at risk 

of developmental delays/challenges. And because young children and 

toddlers spend much more time at home, the issues associated with 

living in buildings not designed for them are far greater.

To date, most global efforts to formulate child-friendly apartment design 

guidelines have been based on surveying parents who live in apartments. 

However, Ignite - a NFP organisation supported by the University of 

Melbourne - argues that this may not be enough. Victoria’s Better 

Apartment Design Standards (BADS), for example, may have improved 

the general livability of apartments but falls short in ensuring designs 

holistically support a child’s development. In fact, a minimally-complying 

apartment in Victoria today would only provide features that account 

for half of a child’s development milestones, as identified in Australia’s 
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National Quality Standards set by the Australian Education & Care 

Quality Authority. 

Instead, a first-principles approach might be the answer; rather than 

asking parents what they think children want, we start by asking child 

health experts what children need. These goals would form the baseline 

of a co-design process with families and key stakeholders. In some 

instances, such as the ideas for child-friendly play spaces, there were 

significant differences between parent feedback and child health expert 

feedback.

Figure 1. There are large differences between what children “want” 
and what children “need” in outdoor play spaces.

The research team was recently engaged by Committee for Melbourne’s 

Future Focus Group to provide child friendly apartment design 

interventions for a pilot site in Docklands. In addition to adopting a first-

principles approach, the team undertook a rigorous codesign process 

aimed at overcoming conventional challenges to market-wide adoption - 

predominantly financial, market, planning and delivery constraints.
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Contrary to popular belief, child-friendly 
apartments don’t need to cost more.

An iterative co-design approach allowed the team to design interventions 

which addressed occupants’ livability and affordability concerns while 

not penalising the developer, builder or architect. The recommendations 

looked at all liveable aspects of the apartment, from the unit to shared 

spaces and building entries.

When the guidelines were applied to a pilot site in Docklands, 

construction costs per unit increased by only 2% - an amount offset 

by the 5% premium which occupants were willing to pay for these 

improvements. With sales/rental prices greatly linked to apartment 

sizes, the team mostly focused on redesigning common apartment 

features to work more effectively.

Figure 2. Common apartment features were re-thought to work more 
effectively.
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Figure 3. Excerpt from findings - a brief summary of the guidelines 
proposed for two-bedroom apartments. (Refer research report for full 
notes)

‘Win-win’ outcomes were achieved by re-thinking 
how stakeholders were engaged during the 
design process. 

Rather than adopting a conventional linear process, our team focused 

on aligning stakeholders towards mutually supported solutions. The 

broader team critiqued and developed ideas iteratively, increasing the 

potential for market adoption beyond the project, without significantly 

compromising each stakeholders’ objectives.
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Figure 4. Rather than adopting a conventional linear process, our 
team focused on aligning stakeholders towards mutually supported 
solutions. 

The resulting solution for bathing young children highlights this process. 

In the first iteration, the team requested that bathtubs be provided to a 

proportion of apartments, following feedback from parents with young 

children. However, engagement with developers and builders informed 

the team that these provisions were costly and planners reported that 

bathtubs subverted ageing-in-place principles. After several iterations, 

a handheld shower head in lieu of fixed bathtubs became the resulting 

guideline. The design enabled parents to bathe young children with a 

mobile bathing tub, ensured developers’ bathroom types could remain 

standardised, and addressed ageing-in-place challenges.
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Conclusion

As our cities grow and change, we want to be sure children get a seat 

at the table and benefit from liveable spaces as more families take up 

apartment living. 

This research project was undertaken by Ignite ABP - a not-for-profit 

organisation supported by The University of Melbourne. From research 

projects to thought leadership events, Ignite partners with organisations 

to explore how the built environment can advance social, environmental 

and economic progress.
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Disclaimer

The information provided constitutes our judgment and are subject 

to change without notice. They are indicative and do not account for 

individual circumstances. As such, Ignite ABP Network does not warrant 

its completeness or accuracy.

All figures are indicative, general, high-level estimates and should be 

changed to reflect project-specific costs and sales rates. (Includes 

for additional preliminaries, margins, contingencies, and related 

development costs)


